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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a connected complex reductive algebraic group. Denote by W the Weyl group and by 
X the flag variety of G. Suppose Q is a closed real Lie subgroup of G having finitely many orbits on 
X and let T&Y be the conormal variety of Q-action. The Grothendieck group Ice(X) of con- 
structible sheaves on X whose characteristic variety is contained in T&X’ has a natural W-module 
structure, given by the action of intertwining operators. On the other hand, we consider the 
W-module structure on the top-dimensional Bore]-Moore homology group Hb( TGX, @) (with 
complex coefficients) defined by Lusztig. We show that the characteristic cycle map 
K,(X), + Hh( TGX, C) is a homomorphism of W-modules. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected complex reductive algebraic group. Denote by W the 
Weyl group and by X the flag variety of G. Suppose Q is a real closed Lie sub- 
group of G having finitely many orbits on X. Then the cycles supported by the 
conormal variety T&Y of Q-action can be endowed with a W-module structure. 
For example, one such W-module structure was given by Lusztig [7]. 
On the other hand, denote by D:(X) the bounded derived category of 
sheaves on X whose characteristic variety is contained in T&Y. Then the Gro- 
thendieck group &J(X) of D;(X) also has a W-module structure, given by the 
intertwining operators. Furthermore, the characteristic cycle F H CC(F) de- 
fines a map 
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Here n = dimoX and H,( ., C) is the Borel-Moore homology with complex 
coefficients. It is known that in certain cases the characteristic cycle map CC is 
a homomorphism of W-modules. This was shown by Kashiwara and Tanisaki 
[5] when Q = B is a Bore1 subgroup, and by Tanisaki [I l] when Q = K is the 
complexification of a maximal compact subgroup of a real form Gn of G. 
Our main result Theorem 3.1 shows that CC is a homomorphism of W- 
modules for any real Lie subgroup Q c G with the properties stated above. In 
order to prove this result we establish first a formula for the action of a simple 
reflection on Lagrangian cycles. In case when a simple reflection acts on C*- 
invariant Lagrangian cycles this formula was obtained by Hotta [2]. 
A result similar to 3.1 has been obtained by Schmid and Vilonen [lo]. In fact, 
the W-module action on Lagrangian cycles considered in loc.cit. is the one de- 
fined by Rossmann [9]. The theorem about Weyl group actions from [lo], can be 
deduced from 3.1 below by applying results from the appendix in [3] resp. [9]. 
We believe that there is a certain interest in our approach, because unlike in 
[IO], the proof given below depends only on the functorial properties of char- 
acteristic cycles under proper direct images and non-characteristic inverse 
images. Some applications of our results to the study of invariant eigendis- 
tributions on a real semisimple Lie algebra will be given elsewhere. 
This research was partially supported by the Ministry of Science and Tech- 
nology, Republic of Croatia. The final version of the paper was prepared at 
ICTP, Trieste. We would like to thank the institute for the financial support and 
hospitality. 
I. THE OPERATIONS ON CHARACTERISTIC CYLES 
We will review here some notation and results from [4]. In view of our applica- 
tions, we assume that all manifolds and morphisms of manifolds are complex- 
analytic. In particular, each manifold will have a natural orientation induced 
by the underlying complex structure. Furthermore, all sheaves under the con- 
sideration will be sheaves of complex vector spaces. 
We begin by recalling some notation. In genera1 our notation will be com- 
patible with the one from [4]. Denote by oh(X) the derived category of 
bounded complexes of sheaves on X. Letf : X ---f Y be a continuous map. We 
denote by Rf* resp Rj the direct image functor resp. the direct image functor 
with proper support and by f -l the inverse image functor between the corre- 
sponding derived categories. Given an object F from oh(X) we denote by 
H (X, F) the hypercohomology, by Hz (X, F) the local hypercohomology 
(2 c Xclosed) and by H; (X, F) the hypercohomology with compact support. 
Recall that for a locally compact space Y the Borel-Moore homology of Y 
(with complex coefficients) H.( Y, C) can be naturally identified with 
(H,’ (Y, C))*. Here * denotes a complex linear dual. For a manifold X and a 
closed subset Z, there is a natural isomorphism 
H;-‘(X, C,) pv Hi(Z, C), i E 27, 
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called the Poincart duality. Here @X is the constant sheaf on X with stalk @ and 
n = dimnX. We refer to [4], (3.1.18) for a proof. 
Subanalytic sets (8.2, [4]) have good properties with respect to the Borel- 
Moore homology. Suppose that 2 c X is subanalytic of dimension p. Then by 
9.2.2, [4] we have 
Hi(Z, @) = 0 for i >p. 
As a consequence, if Zi c Z2 are closed subanalytic sets in X of dimension p, 
we have a natural embedding 
&(Z1> @)-47(Z2, a=) 
Given a manifold X we denote by x : T*X + X the cotangent bundle of X. 
Furthermore, given a map of manifoldsf : Y -+ X, we denote by 
fT: YxxT*X --f T*X 
the projection on the second factor, and by 
'f': YxxT*X + T’Y 
the map defined on each fiber as differential off: 
We denote by D;_,(X) the full subcategory of D*(X) consisting of objects 
whose cohomology is constructible with respect to subanalytic stratifications 
on X. Let n = dimnX. For any F E Ob(D&,(X)) the characteristic variety 
SS(F) is defined as a subset of T*X. In fact, SS(F) is closed conic Lagrangian, 
and by our assumption also subanalytic in T*X. Furthermore, the character- 
istic cycle CC(F) of F is defined as an element of HlscFJ (T ‘X, CRUX). Hence if 
S(F) c A, where A c T * X is closed subanalytic of dimension n, we will often 
view CC(F) as an element of H,(h, a=). 
Let X resp. Y be a manifold of a real dimension n resp. m. Let Ax resp. Ar be 
a closed conic isotropic subanalytic subset of T * X resp. T * Y. 
Assume fn is proper on ‘f’-‘(Ay). Thenf, ‘f’-‘(Ay) is a closed conic iso- 
tropic subanalytic subset of T *X and there is a natural morphism 
denoted byf,. Moreover we have CC(Rf,F) =ftCC(F) for F E D&,(X). In 
particular, this is true when f is proper. 
Assume ‘f’ is proper on f,-' (Ax). Then tf ‘f,-’ (Ax) is a closed conic isotropic 
subanalytic subset of T * Y and there is a natural morphism 
denoted by f *. Moreover we have CC( f -‘G) = f *CC(G) for G E D;_,(X). In 
particular, this is true whenfis smooth. 
We remark that for an open imbedding j : U-+X, j* coincides with the nat- 
ural restriction map H,(A, @) + H,(A n U, @). 
The following lemma will enable us to pass from local to global information 
about homology classes. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let Y be a manifold and let A c Y be closed subanalytic of dimen- 
sion n. Let A = niE[Ui be a jinite open covering of A Denote by 
ri : H,,(A, C) + H,,( lJi,C) the restriction map. Suppose that c E H,,(A,@) is 
such that ri(c) = Ofor any i E I. Then c = 0. 
Proof. Fix io E Z and consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the pair 
(uio, Ui#ioui): 
. . . Hi+ l(ui#io vi n uio, a=) -+ Hj(4 a=) 
+ Hj( Ui,,, C) $ Hj(Ui+iO U;, C) + . . 
The dimension assumption implies H,,+ 1 (Ui+i” Ui n Vi,,, C) = 0, SO the claim 
follows by applying induction on the cardinality of I. 0 
2. A COMPARISON OF WEYL GROUP ACTIONS 
Let G be a connected complex reductive algebraic group. Denote by X the flag 
variety of Bore1 subalgebras of g = Lie(G) and by W the Weyl group of G. Let 
n be the complex dimension of X. For w E W denote by Xk the variety of 
pairs of Bore1 subalgebras of g in a relative position w. Denote by 
pi Z Xb + X, i = 1,2, the projection on the z ““-factor. Recall that the in- 
tertwining operator corresponding to w E W is defined by the formula 
Z,(F) = RPZ!PIl (F)Kw)l, F E Ob(Db(Db(X)). 
Then W-Z,,, defines the braid group action of Won Db(X) (compare for ex- 
ample 5.5, [8]). We would like to show that D;_,(X) is stable for this action. We 
fix a simple reflection s E W and denote by X, the flag variety of parabolic 
subalgebras of g of “type 3”. Let p : X ---f X, be the projection. Observe thatp is 
a proper smooth map. Let _Y,” be the closure of X,l in X x X. Then 
X,” = Ki u A, where A c X x X is the diagonal. Denote by j : X,’ + X,” and 
i : A -+ Xi’ inclusions, and let p; : Xi’ + X, i = 1,2, be the projection on the 
ifh-factor. Then we have a distinguished triangle on XJ’: 
Rj!j-‘G~G+Ri*iC’G~, G E Ub(Dh(X,“)). 
Setting G =pi-‘F, F E Ob(Db(X)), and applying the functor Rp&, we obtain 
a distinguished triangle on X 
l-1 
Rpwy’F - RP;!P, F+F+. +I 
An application of the base change yields 
pP’Rp!F 2 Rp;!p;-‘F, 
so we obtain finally a distinguished triangle on X 
Rp2!p,-‘F +pP’Rp!F d F -7;’ 
We conclude now that Dk_r(X) is stable for W-action on Db(X). Hence there is 
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a representation of Won the Grothendieck group K(X) of D&c(X). The action 
of a simple reflection s E W is given then by the following formula: 
Z,(F) = F - x(-l)‘H’(p-‘Q(F)), F E K(X). 
Let N * be the nilpotent cone in g *. Denote by y : T*X + N * the Springer 
resolution of N*. If we write T’X = {(b, [) : b E X, < E b’}, then the map y 
is given by y( (6, E)) = c. W e remark that b’ denotes the liner forms on g van- 
ishing on 6. We would like to relate the above Weyl group action to the Weyl 
group action on the Borel-Moore homology groups of the sets 
r-‘(Z), Z c N*, defined by Lusztig. In fact, recall that Ry!(@r*x) is endowed 
with a W-action. This gives a W-action on the Borel-Moore homology groups 
H+-‘(Z),@) 2 (H,: (Z,@!(Cr*x)))*. 
The goal of this section is to prove the following result: 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose Z c N* is such that y-‘(Z) is closed conic Lagrangian 
subanalytic in T*X. Let F E Ob(Di_,(X)) besuch that S(F) c y-‘(Z) andlet 
s E W be a simple reflection. Then we have in Hz,,(y-‘(Z), 62) 
s.CC(F) = CC(F) -p*p*CC(F). 
Under the assumptions of the theorem we have 
'P'P,'P,~ 'P'-'WV')) c r-'(z), 
so the right side of the above formula is indeed an element of Hz,, (y -’ (Z), C). 
Corollary 2.2. With the same notation as in 2.1 
CC(w.F) = w.CC(F), 
foranyw E W 
The proof of 2.1 will be carried out in two steps. In the first step we use the 
fact that p : X -+ X, is a locally trivial fibration. This allows us to show that the 
formula from the theorem behaves well under the restriction to open sets in 
T *X of the form p-l (U), U c X, open. In the second step we analyze closely 
the local case. In this way we reduce the problem essentially the the SLz-com- 
putation. 
We begin by introducing some notation. Let P be the parabolic subgroup of 
G of “type s” containing the Bore1 subgroup B and let p = Lie(P). Write 
n = I + u, where 1 is a reductive part and u the nilpotent radical of p. Let 
y. = {(@A) : P E K,t E d nN*l 
Consider the maps 
yI : T’X --f Y, resp. “12 : Y, -+ N*, 
defined by 
~1 (b, 0 = (P(b)> E) resp. Y2@,0 = e. 
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Now we use the fact that the mapp is a locally trivial fibration with fiber iso- 
morphic to a projective line P ‘. Thus we may choose a finite open covering U of 
X, such that for any U E U we havep-‘(U) = U x P’. Letju :p-‘(U) --+ X 
be the open imbedding and let pu : p-’ (U) + U be the restriction ofp. Then 
by 1.1 and by the functorial properties of characteristic cycles described in $1, 
the formula from the theorem is true if we prove 
$(s.CC(F)) = CC(J’,‘F) -&pu*(CC(j,‘F)), 
for any U E U. Next we are going to show that the restriction map j; com- 
mutes with s-action. To prove this we fix a Bore1 subgroup B and the parabolic 
subgroup P of “type s” containing it. Observe that T*X resp. Y, as a G-equi- 
variant fiber bundle over X = G/B resp. X, = G/P is isomorphic to G x ’ b’ 
resp. G x ’ (ul n N’). Hence we can view y’ as the map between G-equivariant 
fiber bundles over X: 
yl : G x’ b’resp. G xp (11’ nN*). 
Trivializing these bundles over U E U containing p, we obtain the map 
yl : T*(U x IF”) --+ T*U x N,“. 
Here N,* is the nilpotent cone in I*. Moreover y’ = id x “yo, where “yo : T*[FD ’
--f NT is the Springer resolution for 1. Denote by W(1) the Weyl group of I and 
idedentify it naturally with a subgroup of W Then we consider Hzn (y -’ (2)) C) 
as W(1)-module for the restriction of W-action to W(1). On the other hand by 
[1], 2.13, the object Ry’,(@~x) from IIb( Y7) is endowed with W(I)-action. This 
implies further that Hln(7-‘(Z) fl T*(p-‘( U)), C) is a W(L)-module. 
Lemma 2.3. The restriction map 
j; : fhk-‘w, a=) + fMY-‘(Z) n T*(P-‘(U)), @) 
is a homomorphism of W( 1 )-modules. 
Proof. By the functoriality, the W(l)-action on Ry’.(@~*x) induces W(t)-ac- 
tion on Rj,‘j, ‘@‘*(@T-X) so that the natural morphism in IIb( Ys) 
&7!j,‘&‘*(@r*x) --t ml*(@Px) 
is W(I)-equivariant. After applying the functor H; (~2’ (Z), ) * we obtain the 
homomorphism from the lemma. To conclude the proof it will suffice to com- 
pare the W(I)-action on Ry2,(Ry’,@‘-*x) induced by the functoriality and the 
restriction of W-action on Ry,Cr*x to W(l). But these two W(T)-actions co- 
incide by 2.13, [l]. •i 
To simplify the notation we write pu = p, S = 72’ (Z) n (T*(U) x N,‘), 
A = y’_‘(S) and A’ = p.,,‘p’-‘(A). Then A is closed conic Lagrangian sub- 
analytic in T *( U x P ‘) and we have 
‘p’p,‘p, ‘p’-‘(A) c A. 
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It follows thatp*p, may be considered as a linear endomorphism of &(A, @), 
Taking into account 2.3 and the preceding discussion the theorem follows once 
we establish the formula 
s.c = c -p*p*(c), c E &,(/$a=). 
Denote by Hh(A,C)+ resp. &(A,C)_ the subspace of &(A,C) on which s 
acts as idresp. -id. Let i : T’U x (0) + T * U x JV,* be the imbedding. Recall 
that R~i*(@r.(~~~1)) e @r*r,~lXlRyo,(@r*~~) can be decomposed as 
&I*(CP(U~P~)) = CPU~~~CN,; @i*(Cr*~(X1@(01)[-21. 
Here s acts as id on C,,v; and as -id on Cl,,. The proof of these statements can 
be found in [2], 2.12 and 2.13. We will use this result to compute the action of 
p*p* on Hzn(A,C)+ resp. Hzn(A,C)_. Observe that by applying the local hy- 
percohomology H; (T * W x N,‘, . ) on the previous formula we get 
H?(T*(u x @),C=T~(U~P~)) 
= Hs2”(T*U x N,*,@T*uxN~;) CB H,;;-2(T*U,@~‘U) 
In particular it follows that 
Hz,,(A, C)+ = HF(T’U x h/,‘, CrSux~,;) and 
Hzn(A, ‘Cm N H,;:-2(T* U, CTeU). 
We conclude that the theorem follows from the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. If C E Hzn(A,@)_ then p*p*(C) = 2C. If C E &(4~)+ then 
p*p*(c)=o. 
Proof. We observe first that by our assumption on A we have ‘,D-* (A) = Al x P’. 
In fact, the inclusion ‘p’-’ (A) c Al x P’ is evident. On the other hand suppose 
thatX E Ai.Then(X,to) E AI x P’forsometo E P’.Sinceyi(X,to) = (X,O)we 
obtain y,-’ (X, 0) = X x P’ c A, as desired. In order to prove the lemma we have 
to recall the definition of pt. First, we consider the natural morphism 
C T*(c/~PI) + R’P: ‘P’-‘(Gqax~+ Taking the local hypercohomology sup- 
ported in A we obtain the homomorphism 
a : ff,?V*P x @Ii G-yuxr~q) + H& (T*(u) x ‘J? @TAUPE h 
Let p be the homomorphism defined by the chain of maps 
H&,,(T*(U) x Pi,@ T*(u& = &-2(Ai x P’,C) = 
&n-2(Ai,a=) @ Ho(P’,C) @ HM(AI,@) @ H2P1,a=) + 
ff2,-2(4, @) 8 fW=‘, a=) --f ff2n-2(4, @). 
Then we have p* = @a (compare 9.3.2, [4]). Next we are going to analyze more 
closely the definition of o. Clearly the morphism (Y is compatible with the nat- 
uralmorphism+: R~~*(CT~~~,lxP~~) --f Ryl.R’p: ‘JJ-‘(@~*(~~PI)). Furthermore 
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under the identification Ryl,R’p: tp’-l(@T*(uxPIJ) N Ri,i-lRyl,(a=T*(CTxP1)) 
the morphism 4 becomes the adjunction morphism 
From the decomposition formula for Ryl,(@T*(uxPIJ) we conclude now that 4 
is the identity on i*(cC T*u(XI@{O})[-~I and maps @T*(u)~N,~ into L(@Pu[~~@{o~). 
As a consequence we obtain 
a(H?(T*(u) x Jv,‘, @ T*(U)xN;)) c H;:(T*K cr*(U)). 
On the other hand the definition of ,B shows that ,0(Hi:( T* U, @ran)) = 0. This 
implies finally p* (Hzn (A, @)+) = 0, p roving the second statement. To prove the 
first statement observe that Ai x lP1-+jl induces s-equivariant imbedding 
ff2n(h x cc) -+ H2n(ka=). 
Furthermore, by applying the compactly supported hypercohomology to the de- 
composition formula for RY~*&.(~~~ ) I andusingHC2”(/1i x {O},Cr.,,~,) = 0 
we deduce that in the above imbedding Hzn(Ai x [Fp’, C) identifies with 
Hzn(_4,C)_. Since the map p*p* affects only the second factor in 
Hz,,(Ai x P’, C) we may assume that U is a point. Then it will suffice to com- 
putep*p,([lP’]), where [P’] is the cycle determined by the zero section in T’P’. 
In this case we have 
p*p*[p’] = CC( p-‘Rp&,) = 2[P’]. 0 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We preserve the notation from the previous section. In addition, let Q be a real 
Lie subgroup of G. We assume that the number of orbits for a natural Q-action 
on Xis finite. Let X = U a E AX, be the Q-orbit decomposition of X. Let u be the 
Lie algebra of Q. Write T&Y = 7-l (ql) and define the full subcategory of 
@‘(X) by setting 
Ob(@(X)) = {F E Oh@(X)) : SS(F) c T;X}. 
It follows immediately that D:(X) is a triangulated category. Denote by 
KQ(X) the Grothendieck group of D;(X). 
It is not difficult to show that T&Y = UaE A T;eXx. In particular T&Y is a 
closed conic subanalytic Lagrangian subset of T*X. Then by 8.4.2, [4], any 
F E Ob(D$(X)) is R-constructible. Furthermore, by the remark appearing 
after the statement of 2.1, the intertwining operators I,,,, w E W, preserve 
D:(X). Hence they determine a @‘-action on KC,(X). The next result is an im- 
mediate consequence of 2.2. 
Theorem 3.1. Denote by KQ(X) the Grothendieck group of D:(X) and let 
KQ(X), be its complexljication. Then the characteristic cycle map 
CC : KQ(X), + Hz,,(T;IX, a=) 
is a morphism of W-modules. 
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Without going into details, we recall that in [9] Rossmann defined a W- 
module structure on the homology groups Hi(r-‘(S),C), where S c g* is 
subanalytic and 08+-stable. In the appendix of loc.cit. it is proven that this W- 
action coincides with the W-action defined by Kazhdan and Lusztig [6]. In fact, 
this was done only in the special case, but the proof extends in general. On the 
other hand, in the appendix of [3], Lusztig’s and Kazhdan-Lusztig’s W-action 
are identified. To summarize, we have: 
Corollary 3.2. The statement of 3.1 is true ifwe consider Rossmann’s W-action on 
H2n(T& @). 
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